Abstract. This work addresses the partitioning of virtual machines with real-time requirements onto a multi-core platform. The partitioning is usually done manually through interactions between subsystem vendors and system designers. Such a proceeding is expensive, does not guarantee to find the best solution, and does not scale with regard to the upcoming higher complexity in terms of an increasing number of both virtual machines and processor cores. The partitioning problem is defined in a formal manner by the abstraction of computation time demand of virtual machines and computation time supply of a shared processor. The application of a branch-and-bound partitioning algorithm is proposed. Combined with a generation of a feasible schedule for the virtual machines mapped to a processor, it is guaranteed that the demand of a virtual machine is satisfied, even if independently developed virtual machines share a processor. The partitioning algorithm offers two optimization goals, required number of processors and the introduced optimization metric criticality distribution, a first step towards a partitioning that considers multiple criticality levels. The different outcomes of the two approaches are illustrated exemplarily.
Introduction
This work targets the hypervisor-based integration of multiple systems of mixed criticality levels on a multicore platform. System virtualization refers to the division of the resources of a computer system into multiple execution environments in order to share the hardware among multiple operating system instances. Each guest runs within a virtual machine-an isolated duplicate of the real machine. System virtualization is a promising software architecture to meet many of the requirements of complex embedded systems and cyber-physical systems, due to its capabilities such as resource partitioning, consolidation with maintained isolation, transparent use of multiple processor system-on-chips, and cross-platform portability.
The rise of multi-core platforms increases the interest in virtualization, since virtualization's architectural abstraction eases the migration to multi-core platforms [11] . The replacement of multiple hardware units by a single multi-core system has the potential to reduce size, weight, and power. The coexistence of mixed criticality levels has been identified as one of the core foundational concepts for cyber-physical systems [3] . System virtualization implies it in many cases, since the applicability of virtualization is limited significantly if the integration of systems of different criticality level is not allowed.
Contribution This work addresses the partitioning of virtual machines with real-time requirements onto a multi-core platform. We define this design problem as the homogeneous multiprocessor virtual machine partitioning problem in a formal manner, specifying the computation time demand of virtual machines and the computation time supply of a shared processor. A mapping of a given set of virtual machines among a minimum number of required processors is achieved by a branch-and-bound algorithm, such that the capacity of any individual processor is not exceeded. This automated solution provides analytical correctness guarantees, which can be used in system certification. An introduced optimization metric is a first step towards a partitioning that considers multiple virtual machine criticality levels appropriately.
System Model

Task Model and Virtual Machine Model
According to the periodic task model, each periodic task τ i is defined as a sequence of jobs and characterized by a period T i , denoting the time interval between the activation times of consecutive jobs [16] . The worst-case execution time (WCET) C i of a task represents an upper bound on the amount of time required to execute the task. The utilization U (τ i ) is defined as the ratio of WCET and period: U (τ i ) = C i /T i . A criticality level χ is assigned to each task [24] . Only two criticality levels are assumed in this work, HI and LO.
A virtual machine V k is modeled as a set of tasks and a scheduling algorithm A, which is applied by the guest operating system. A criticality level χ is assigned to each virtual machine. If a virtual machine's task set is characterized by multiple criticality levels, the highest criticality level determines the criticality of the virtual machine.
Multi-core and Virtual Processor
Target platform are homogeneous multi-core systems, consisting of m identical cores of equal computing power. This implies that each task has the same execution speed and utilization on each processor core. Assumed is in addition a shared memory architecture with a uniform memory access.
A virtual processor is a representation of the physical processor to the virtual machines. A dedicated virtual processor P virt k is created for each virtual machine V k . It is in general slower than the physical processor core to allow a mapping of multiple virtual processors onto a single physical processor core. A virtual processor is modeled as a processor capacity reserve [18] , a function Π(t) : N → {0, 1} defined as follows:
The computation capacity of a physical processor core is partitioned into a set of reservations. Each reservation is characterized by a tuple (Q k , Υ k ): in every period Υ k , the reservation provides Q k units of computation time. α k = Q k /Υ k denotes the bandwidth of the virtual processor.
The computational service provided by a virtual processor P virt k
can be analyzed with its supply function Z k (t), as introduced by Mok et al. [19] . Z k (t) returns the minimum amount of computation time (worst-case) provided by the virtual processor in an arbitrary time interval of length t ≥ 0:
Notation
The symbols in this paper are therefore defined as follows:
resource reservation with bandwidth α k = Q k /Υ k 9. Z k (t) : minimum amount of computation time provided by P virt k 10. Γ (P i ) : subset of virtual processors allocated to P i
All parameters of the system-number of processors and computing capacity, number of virtual machines and parameters of all virtual machines, number of tasks and parameters of all tasks-are a priori known.
The Homogeneous Multiprocessor Virtual Machine Partitioning Problem
The scheduling problem for system virtualization on multi-core platforms consists of two sub-problems:
(i) partitioning: mapping of the virtual machines to processor cores (ii) uniprocessor hierarchical scheduling on each processor core Sub-problem (ii) is well-understood and many solutions are available, e.g. [15] . This work focuses on sub-problem (i) and refer to it as the homogeneous multiprocessor virtual machine partitioning problem. More precisely, the virtual processors P virt executing the virtual machines V have to be mapped to the physical processors P :
f 1 is a bijective function: each virtual machine V k is mapped to a dedicated virtual processor P virt k . f 2 maps 0 to n = |P virt | virtual processors to each element of P . A solution to the problem is a partition Γ , defined as:
Such a mapping of virtual machines (equivalent to virtual processors) to physical processors is correct, if and only if the computation capacity requirements of all virtual processors are met; and by consequence the schedulability of the associated virtual machines is guaranteed.
The partitioning problem is equivalent to a bin-packing problem, as for example Baruah [2] has shown for the task partitioning problem by transformation from 3-Partition. The virtual machines are the objects to pack with size determined by their utilization factors. The bins are processors with a computation capacity value that is dependent on the applied virtual machine scheduler of this processor. The bin-packing problem is known to be intractable (NP-hard in the strong sense) [10] and the research focused on approximation algorithms [6] .
Scheduling Scheme
It is an important observation that the hypervisor-based integration of independently developed and validated systems implies partitioned scheduling. As a coarse-grained approach, it consolidates entire software stacks including an operating system, resulting in scheduling decisions on two levels (hierarchical scheduling). The hypervisor schedules the virtual machines and the hosted guest operating systems schedule their tasks according to their own local scheduling policies. This is irreconcilable with a scheduling based on a global ready queue.
Virtual Machine Scheduling In the context of this work, n virtual machines are statically assigned to m < n processors. Although a dynamic mapping is conceptually and technically possible, a static solution eases certification significantly, due to the lower run-time complexity, the higher predictability, and the wider experience of system designer and certification authority with uniprocessor scheduling. Run-time scheduling can be performed efficiently in such systems and the overhead of a complex virtual machine scheduler is avoided.
For each processor, the virtual machine scheduling is implemented based on fixed time slices. Execution time windows within a repetitive major cycle are assigned to the virtual machines based on the required utilization and the maximum blackout time. As a formal model, the Single Time Slot Periodic Partitions model by Mok et al. [20] is applied. A resource partition is defined as N disjunct time intervals {(S 1 , E 1 ), ..., (S N , E N )} and a partition period P partition , so that a virtual machine V i is executed during intervals (S i +j·P partition , E i +j·P partition ) with j ≥ 0. Kerstan et al. [13] presented an approach to calculate such time intervals for virtual machines scheduled by either earliest deadline first (EDF) or rate-monotonic (RM), with S 0 = 0 and S i = E i−1 :
In case of RM, a scaling relative to the least upper bound U RM lub is required. If the partition period is chosen as P partition = gcd({T k |τ k ∈ n i=1 V i }), no deadline will be missed [13] .
The virtual machine schedule is computed offline and stored in a dispatching table, similar to the cyclic executive scheduling approach [1] . The size of this table is bounded, since the schedule repeats itself after P partition . Such a highly predictable and at design time analyzable scheduling scheme is the de facto standard for scheduling high-criticality workloads [21] .
In the terms of the resource reservation model of the virtual processor, the bandwidth α k of the virtual processor P virt k that executes virtual machine V k is equal to (E k − S k )/P partition , with Υ k = P partition and Q k = α · Υ . Note that this abstraction of the computation time demand of a virtual machine to a recurring time slot that is serviced by a virtual processor (Q k , Υ K ) allows to regard the virtual machine as a periodic task and transforms the virtual machine partitioning problem to the task partitioning problem.
Task Scheduling Any scheduling algorithm can be applied as task scheduler, as long as it allows to abstract the computation time requirements of the task set in terms of a demand-bound function dbf (V i , t), which bounds the computation time demand that the virtual machine could request to meet the timing requirements of its tasks within a specific time interval of length t [23] . As a task set cannot possibly be schedulable according to any algorithm if the total execution that is released in an interval and must also complete in that interval exceeds the available processing capacity, the processor load provides a simple necessary condition for taskset feasibility: A virtual machine V k , applying A as local scheduler and executed by a virtual processor P virt k characterized by the supply function Z k , is schedulable if and only if ∀ t > 0 : dbf A (V k , t) ≤ Z k (t) (compare [23] ).
Partitioning Algorithm
Common task set partitioning schemes apply Bin-Packing Heuristics or IntegerLinear-Programming (ILP) approaches in order to provide an efficient algorithm [5] [7] . In the context of this work, however, the number of virtual machines is comparatively small and the partitioning algorithm is to be run offline and does not have to be executed on the embedded processor. Therefore, the algorithm performs a systematic enumeration of all candidate solutions following the branch-and-bound paradigm [14] . The depth of the search tree is equal to the number of virtual machines n.
Two optimization goals are considered, according to which candidates are compared. Minimizing the number of processors is the basic optimization goal. In addition, the goal can be set to maximize the CriticalityDistribution, a metric defined as follows:
Definition. The CriticalityDistribution Z denotes for a partitioning Γ the distribution of the n crit ≤ n HI-critical virtual machines among the m processors:
, with (7)
For example, assumed that n crit = 4 and m = 4, Z equals 1 if there is at least one HI-critical virtual machine mapped to all processors; and Z equals 0.75 if one processor does not host a HI-critical virtual machine. This results, if the maximum number of processors is not limited, to a mapping of each cirtical virtual machine to a dedicated processor, which is potentially shared with LOcritical virtual machines, but not with other HI-critical virtual machines.
The motivation of the optimization goal criticality distribution is the Criticality Inversion Problem, defined by de Niz et al. [8] . Transferred to virtual machine scheduling, criticality inversion occurs if a HI-critical virtual machine overruns its execution time budget and is stopped to allow a LO-critical virtual machine to run, resulting in a deadline miss for a task of the HI-critical virtual machine. By definition of criticality, it is more appropriate to continue the execution of the HI-critical virtual machine, which can be done for highly utilized processors by stealing execution time from the budget of LO-critical virtual machines. It is in general easier to avoid criticality inversion, if virtual machines of differing criticality share a processor. If the number of virtual machines does not exceed the number of physical processors, all critical virtual machine are mapped to different physical processors. The partitioning algorithm either minimizes the number of processors or maximizes the criticality distribution, while minimizing the number of processors among partitions of same criticality distribution.
Before generating the search tree, the set of virtual machines V is sorted according to decreasing utilization. This is motivated by a pruning condition: if at some node, the bandwidth assigned to a processor is greater than 1, the computational capacity of the processor is overrun and the whole subtree can be pruned. Such a subtree pruning tends to occur earlier, if the virtual machines are ordered according to decreasing utilization.
We introduce that a virtual machine is termed to be heavy, if certification requires that this virtual machine is exclusively mapped to a dedicated processor or if other virtual machines can only be scheduled in background, i.e. the heavy virtual machine is executed immediately whenever it is has a computation demand. By consequence, a heavy virtual machine cannot be mapped to the same processor as other HI-critical virtual machines.
Example
The different outcome dependent on the optimization goal of the algorithm is illustrated with the examplary virtual machine set of Table 1 . EDF is assumed for all virtual machines, so that a scaling is not required and α k = U (V k ). Figure 1 depicts the virtual machine to processor mapping for three different goals, with a red virtual machine identifier denoting a HI-critical virtual machine. Subfigure (a) depicts the outcome for the optimization of the number of processors. The virtual machine set is not schedulable on less than four processors. The average utilization per processor is 0.775 and the criticality distribution Z is 3/5 = 0.6. Subfigure (b) depicts the outcome for the optimization of the criticality distribution, however with a maximum number of m max = 4 processors allowed. The allocation is therefore still characterized by the minimum number of processors. The criticality distribution Z improves to 4/5 = 0.8. From a criticality point of view, this mapping is more suitable, since the options to avoid criticality inversion on processor P 3 are very limited in the first solution. Subfigure (c) depicts an unrestricted optimization of the criticality distribution, resulting in an additional processor. The optimal criticality distribution Z = 1 is achieved, however at the cost of exceeding the minimum number of processors, which leads to a decrease of the average utilization per processor to 0.62. The last mapping is the correct choice, if the five HI-critical virtual machines are heavy.
Related Work
The related problem of partitioning a periodic task set upon homogeneous multiprocessor platforms has been extensively studied, both theoretically and empirically [5] [7] . Lopez et al. observed that ordering tasks according to decreasing utilization prior to the partitioning proves helpful [17] , a technique applied in this work as well. Buttazzo et al. proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm for partitioning a task set with precedence constraints, in order to minimize the required overall computational bandwidth [4] . Peng and Shin presented a branchand-bound algorithm in order to partition a set of communicating tasks in a distributed system [22] .
Kelly at al. proposed bin-packing algorithms for the partitioning of mixedcriticality real-time task sets [12] . Using a common mixed-criticality task model (characterized by an assignment of multiple WCET values, one per each criticality level in the system), they experimentally compare different kinds of task ordering according to utilization and criticality and observed that the latter solutions results in a higher percentage of finding a feasible schedule for a randomly generated task set.
Shin and Lee introduced a formal description of the component abstraction problem (abstract the real-time requirements of a component) and the component composition model (compose independently analyzed locally scheduled components into a global system) [23] . Easwaran et al. introduced compositional analysis techniques for automated scheduling of partitions and processes in the specific context of the ARINC-653 standard for distributed avionics systems [9] , however, did not tackle the mapping of partions to processors. As required by the ARINC specification and as done in this work, a static partition schedule is generated at design time. Both the partitions and the tasks within the partitions are scheduled by a deadline-monotonic scheduler.
Conclusion and Future Work
This work defined the partitioning problem of mapping virtual machines with real-time constraints to a homogeneous multiprocessor architecture in a formal manner. This is the prerequisite for an algorithmic solution. Formal models were adapted to abstract and specify the computation time demand of a virtual machine and the computation time supply of a shared processor, in order to analytically evaluate whether it is guaranteed that the demand of a virtual machine is satisfied. The application of a branch-and-bound algorithm is proposed with two optimization metrics. A brief introduction on how to generate a feasible virtual machine schedule after the partitioning was given. A highly predictable and at design time analyzable scheduling scheme based on fixed time slices was chosen as this is the de facto standard for scheduling high-criticality systems.
Partitioning and schedule generation together guarantee that all virtual machines obtain a sufficient amount of computation capacity and obtain it in time, so that the hosted guest systems never miss a deadline. This automated solution provides analytical correctness guarantees, which can help with system certification. In contrast to a manual partitioning, it guarantees to find the optimal solution and scales well with regard to an increasing number of both virtual machines and processor cores. The optimization metric criticality distribution is a first step towards a partitioning that considers multiple criticality levels appropriately. The different outcomes of the two approaches were illustrated exemplarily.
The presented algorithm serves as a groundwork for a research of the partitioning problem. In particularly, we are going to include the overhead of virtual machine context switching, since it is for most real implementations extensive enough to not be neglected. The partitioning directly influences the virtual machine scheduling, which in turn heavily influences the number of virtual machine context switches. In addition, communication between virtual machines should be included, since the communication latency depends on the fact whether two virtual machines share a core or not. A further interesting question is whether a more detailled analysis of the timing characteristics of the virtual machines, in order to map guests with similar characteristics to the same processor, leads to better results.
